Responsive communications or Earth surveillance missions typically require frequent revisits to any point on the Earth's surface and employ a constellation with two satellites to improve coverage performance. As a new approach to constellation design, in this paper, a novel constellation is presented by fixing the interval between successive revisits at all latitudes. Analytic and numerical simulations are implemented to illustrate the existence of such a revisiting constellation in a large region parameterized by the relative values of right ascension of ascending node and argument of latitude. We also present a global investigation to address the existence region of the PTR constellation, associated with the relationship between the characteristic parameters and the orbital elements (for example, semi-major axis and inclination). In order to design the stationkeeping strategy for PTR constellation, a new concept of J 2 invariant PTR constellation is introduced. Compared to a single-burn strategy tracking a specified PTR constellation, the improved strategy has a clear competitive advantage of reducing the control frequencies or costs down to one fifth.
Introduction
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in responsive space missions, such as for civil and security applications. Some typical missions, such as TacSat-1, 2, 3 and 4, were implemented to build a deployable operationally responsive space (ORS) system. 1) Moreover, the constellation architecture is used to significantly improve the coverage performance. Orbital design depends highly on the mission involved; however, the orbital designers are strongly expected to present all the feasible proposals from different viewpoints at phase A and B, 2) such as the frequent revisits involved in this paper.
Compared with Earth observation satellites operated at the altitude between 600-800 km and close to poles (such as ERS-1, ERS-2 and Envisat carrying optical cameras), 3) responsive communications or Earth surveillance missions for the purpose of collecting the radio transmissions typically require frequent revisits to any point on the Earth's surface, and usually adopt LEO orbits with altitudes of 800 to 1,500 km for long mission life (low air drag) and acceptable launch cost. 4) It is expected to decrease the revisiting time for some specified points, which is referred to as the time-resolution (TR) in the constellation design methodology. Wertz proposed five potential responsive orbits to improve the coverage performance for responsive missions. 5) Both Cobra and Magic orbits are highly elliptical and at the critical inclination, thus providing mean time-resolution of 24 and 12 hrs respectively; low altitude circular Sun synchronous orbits can provide a time-resolution of 6 hrs; LEO fast access orbits provide five minutes of coverage once or twice per day; LEO repeat coverage orbits adopt resonant orbits to provide a mean time-resolution of 9 hrs.
For the purpose of responsive revisit, the designed orbits are expected to provide good performance during the revisit intervals to some point on the Earth's surface. For the naval ocean surveillance system (NOSS) 6) satellites operated at a circular orbit with the altitude of 1,110 km and the inclination of 63. 43 , the revisit intervals vary from 9.5 to 12 hrs as the station's latitude increases, as shown in Fig. 1 . Therefore, in order to improve coverage performance, a constellation with two satellites is preferred. The constellation parameters can be identified by the pair (Á=Áu), where Á and Áu are respectively the relative values of the right ascension of ascending node and the argument of latitude.
In regard to the coverage requirements discussed in this paper, Walker 7) presented a general constellation, the Ó 2014 The Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences 'Walker-' pattern to deploy different satellites, which involve only circular orbits and is identified in a T/P/F form, where T is the total number of satellites, P is the number of orbital planes and F is the relative phases of the satellites. Kantsiper and Stadter 8) addressed the design of constellations employing ORS satellites Tacsat-1, 2, 3 and 4, with the assistance of Walker-like patterns. Lin and Hong 9) worked on the constellation design for a low-cost weather observation satellite imaging Taiwan, and calculated all the accessible coverage zone, access coverage, and access coverage gap according to the Walker constellation method. Draim 10) described a four-satellite elliptic orbit constellation giving continuous line-of-sight coverage of every point on the Earth's surface. Ulybyshev 11) utilized a generalization of the known polar-phased satellite constellations to provide continuous single-and double-global Earth coverage. Ulybyshev 12) proposed a two dimensional space application for combined maps of the satellite constellation and coverage requirements, considering the complex coverage associated with full or partial visibility of a geographic region by a satellite.
However, the Walker-constellation cannot achieve optimal results so as to improve the time-resolution to any point on the Earth's surface, so the optimization methods are employed to decrease the revisit intervals; for example, genetic algorithms have potential application in designing the constellation. 13) For the purpose of performing the three-satellite constellation design for zonal coverage, Ferringer et al. 14) implemented two parallel processing multi-objective evolutionary algorithms. In order to deal with the discontinuous, temporal, and/or nonlinear characteristics of coverage, Ferringer and Spencer 15) addressed multiple-objective evolutionary computation for satellite constellation design. In addition, Confessore et al. 16) employed an improved genetic algorithm to determine Pareto-optimal constellations with respect to the minimum number of satellites and region maximal coverage. However, the evolutionary algorithms are good at searching for the minimum TR on the specified latitude, but weak in the further goal of keeping the revisiting intervals less than a threshold on all the latitudes of the Earth.
As an extension of traditional constellations, an interesting constellation is proposed in this paper by fixing the interval between successive revisits at all latitudes, which is considered as a significant improvement to the traditional one yielded from optimization procedures. Analytic and numerical simulations are implemented to illustrate the fact that the revisiting constellation exists in a large region parameterized by the relative values of right ascension of ascending node and argument of latitude. Furthermore, a global investigation is presented for the practical time-resolution constellation on its topological shape, the existence region, and the relationship with the common orbital parameters like semi-major axis and inclination.
For the constellation the satellites could arrive at symmetrical regions on the northern or southern hemisphere; and then it is demonstrated from symmetry that the time-resolution for any latitude on the northern hemisphere is equivalent to that on the southern hemisphere. Therefore, this paper only refers to the TR on the northern hemisphere.
Orbital Model for Designing Constellation
Different from the scenario simulations employing the full perturbations, the orbital designer prefers a simplified orbital model at phase A or B
2) of the mission. The designing model is expected to preserve the long term variations caused by the main perturbations, while ignoring the slight perturbations. According to the work of Schaub and Alfriend, 17) the J 2 and J 4 terms are the dominating perturbation for the altitudes ranging from 800 to 2,000 km, compared with the solar radiation and atmospheric drag. For the nominal orbit adopted in this paper (the altitude is 1,100 km), the perturbing accelerations due to 15)
The atmospheric drag is neglected in this paper because it contributes much less at the altitude of 1,100 km than the J 2 and J 4 terms. As for average spacecraft, the size and weight are approximately 1 Â 1 Â 1 m 3 and 1,000 kg, respectively. According to the CIRA1972 model, the atmospheric density at the altitude of 1,100 km is approximately 1:8 Â 10 À13 kg/m 3 , where the average F10.7 is set as 220. The drag coefficient and the effective projection area are set as 2.2 and 10 m 2 for a typical satellite. Thus, the perturbing acceleration due to atmospheric drag is approximately 1 Â 10 À7 m/s 2 . Therefore, compared with the J 2 and J 4 term, the effect from atmospheric drag is quite slight.
On the other hand, if we assume the atmospheric density is not slight enough, the atmospheric drag should be neglected in designing constellation as well. Generally, it is not acceptable in missions for the atmospheric drag to decay the altitude. Thus, periodic maneuvers are expected to recover the orbit altitude. For simple drag-makeup maneuvers, a single-burn is performed to raise the altitude up to its upper limit when the semi-major axis reaches its lower limit. The actual altitude will oscillate near the nominal altitude, bounded by the upper and lower limits. Therefore, the averaged effects from recover maneuvers and atmospheric decaying can be ignored while designing the constellation.
For the same reason as that of the atmospheric drag contributing much less than the J 2 and J 4 terms at the altitude of 1,100 km, the solar radiation pressure (SRP) is neglected as well while designing the constellation. For average spacecraft, the factor of surface reflection C R is approximately 1.3, 18) the SRP cross-sectional area is approximately 20 m 2 including the solar panels, the SRP constant is P s ¼ 4:65 Â 10 À5 N/m 3 and the total mass of a typical satellite is set as 1,000 kg. Hence, the perturbing acceleration due to SRP is approximately 1:2 Â 10 À7 m/s 2 . Therefore, compared with the J 2 and J 4 terms, the effect from solar radiation pressure is quite slight.
On the other hand, if we assume the SRP is not slight enough, the SRP should be ignored as well while designing the constellation. In fact, the SRP will cause the long-term variations in eccentricity e and argument of perigee !, or the eccentricity vector e x ¼ e Á cos ! and e y ¼ e Á sin !. The long-term variations in the ''e x -e y '' plane induced by SRP are understood 19) through the libration of an angular variable circulating a fixed point on the e x axis. However, the periodic duration of the libration or circulation might be more than several decades even hundreds of years for some cases. During the limited life of satellites, such as five years for a typical satellite, the SRP will only cause quite a slight change in the libration or circulation, which can be neglected.
Optimal Practical Time-Resolution on Specified Latitude

Definition of practical time-resolution
The revisiting coverage performance involves two different variables: one is the maximum interval between target revisits, and the other is the frequency with which the maximum interval reoccurs. For quasi-periodic coverage, some revisits are quite frequent (generally, less than 10 days per revisit), while others are not (usually, more than 30 days per revisit). In fact, only the interval between the frequent revisits is significant for responsive communications, which is referred to as the practical time-resolution (PTR), even if the interval between the infrequent revisits could achieve the true maximum. From the viewpoint of aerospace engineering, it is not necessary to maintain the revisiting intervals all the time or on all the latitudes because of the uncertainties of the spaceborne radar collecting the radio transmissions.
For the common orbital parameters with an altitude of 1,000 km and the inclination of 63. 43 , the time resolution of the constellation pair (108 /240 ) is quite different from that of the constellation pair (105 /240 ), demonstrated in Fig. 2 , where both can achieve the maximum time-resolution of 6 hrs. However, the frequency of the former is approximately 4.18 days, while the frequency of the latter is up to 58.82 days. So the two pairs are considered to have different practical time-resolutions of 6 and 4 hrs, respectively.
Based on the definition of PTR, it is practicable to check PTR by the following method: for the threshold value of revisit frequency f (days per revisit), the revisiting schedule during M Á f (where M > 1) days (including the starting time and duration for every revisit) is achieved from the integration of orbital dynamics associated with the J 2 or J 4 perturbation. 20) Then the frequency of maximum interval is checked as to whether it is less or more than the threshold value.
Following the method above, the ergodic representation of PTR in space of ''Á-Áu'' for the specified latitude of 25 is demonstrated in Fig. 3 , where the pair (108 /240 ) will achieve the optimal PTR of 3.8167 hrs. However, there exist ladder-like changes on PTR, where the pair has a poor PTR of 5.6 hrs at the latitude from 0 to þ13 (shown in Fig. 4) , which is not acceptable for global surveillance missions. There is a ladder-like change of PTR in the low latitudes near 13 , which is not expected from further constellation design. Analytic solution to PTR is presented in the following section to clarify the existence of ladder-like changes.
Analytic solution to the ladder-like change on PTR
Without loss of generality, the geographic latitude is taken as 8 2 ½0; 70
, and descending and ascending nodes on this latitude are marked as '/' and 'Â,' respectively. The distribution of the descending and ascending nodes of the two satellites in the constellation is shown in Fig. 5 . The interval angle between the adjacent ascending or descending nodes is
which is constant for any adjacent nodes on this latitude. While the angle between descending node and its adjacent ascending node is
where
Because all the nodes cannot arrive at the latitude at the same time, the relative right ascension of ascending node Á 0 is introduced as
So the distribution of descending and ascending nodes of the constellation can labeled as
which will maintain their interval angles with the same rotating rate of
to achieve the global coverage. So the time-resolution can be defined as À ðÞ ¼ min Á;Áu ðmax SÞ, where the function max is employed to assign the constellation equally, and the function min is used to optimize the minimum time-resolution.
Further discussions about the components of S are implemented as follows.
The first component Á 0 has the relationship with the orbital revolution number N and the full angle of field-ofview with a nadir-pointing conical sensor as
So the time-resolution for revisiting Á 0 is
is the start time for the coverage on Á 0 ,
is the end time, and ÁT is the duration for the total coverage on Á 0 which is just dependent with the common orbital parameters a and i.
The second component % À Á 0 þ Á has the relationship with the orbital revolution number N and the coverage angle to the Earth, as
So the time-resolution for the section is
is the start time for the coverage on the section,
is the end time, and T is the nodal period that is just dependent with the common orbital parameters a and i. The third component % À Á 0 À Á has the relationship with the orbital revolution number N and the coverage angle 
is the start time for the coverage on the section, and
is the end time.
The fourth component is the same as the first one. As a result, the time-resolution of the constellation is À ¼ min ðÀ 1 ; À 2 ; À 3 ; À 4 Þ. The fact that N is a positive integer in Eqs. (5), (6) and (7) will cause the discontinuous changes on different latitudes and Á; i.e., the ladder shape in the ergodic representation of PTR in space of ''Á-Áu'' in Fig. 6 .
The comparison between the analytic and the numerical solution is implemented in Fig. 6 for the discontinuous ladder-like changes on different Á for the fixed latitude ¼ 0 and Áu ¼ 0 , which indicates that the analytic solution to the time-resolution gives a good explanation to the existence of ladder-like changes that are demonstrated in Figs. 3 and 4 . So it is considered that the discrete number of orbital revolutions N can cause the discontinuous timeresolution, and has the potential application in avoiding the ladder-like changes by fixing the number of orbital revolutions to acquire the practical constellation holding PTRs at all altitudes.
Practical Constellation Holding PTRs on All Altitudes
Instead of achieving the minimum value on the specified latitude, the constellation near the optimal pair is expected to hold continuous PTRs at all latitudes, which is referred to as PTR constellation in this paper. The ergodic relationships between the PTR and Á or PTR and Áu are investi- gated near the optimal pair (108 /240 ) illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Obviously, Áu has a significant effect on PTR while Á has a slight effect on PTR, especially from 97 to 121 . It is therefore necessary to check the ergodic representation of PTR on the parameters of Á and the latitude , illustrated in Fig. 9 .
Compared with the shape in the space of ''Á-Áu,'' the ergodic representation of PTR in the space of ''Á-'' has a ladder-like shape. What is amazing in Fig. 10 is that some constellations holding the PTR for all the latitudes can share the same value of Á, such as 105 , which is contributed from the same ladder labeled as 4 hrs shared by a line from the latitudes of 0 to 70 . The existence of the PTR constellation is confirmed by the ergodic representation of the pair (105 /240 ) at different altitudes as shown in Fig. 11 . The continuous PTR are held by the pair around 4 hrs.
Based on the existence of the PTR constellation, it is practicable to search for the constellation by the following method. For some sequence selected from key latitudes as 0 , 10 , . . . , and 70 , the difference between any point and its adjacent point in this sequence is required to be less than 0.5 hrs by the PTR constellation. Then the PTR constellation and the unsatisfied constellation are classified and labeled in the space of ''Á-Áu'' as shown in Fig. 11 .
However, the optimal pair (108 /240 ) does not belong to the PTR constellation series, which makes the PTR constel- May 2014 M. XU and T. TAN: A New Constellation Architecture for Practical Responsive Revisitinglation sub-optimal for time-resolution, but more practical than the optimal pair. Hence, it can be concluded that the constellation proposed in this paper is essentially a new one and is different from the traditional results.
Global Analysis on PTR Constellation
A global investigation is implemented for the PTR constellation on its topological shape, existence region and the relationship with the common orbital parameters as semi-major axis and inclination.
Moreover, numerical simulation is implemented to illustrate that the PTR constellation exists in a quadrangleshape region surrounded by two parallel lines in the space of ''Á-Áu.'' We also define the characteristic parameters for the PTR constellation as the distance L between the lower and upper boundaries, and the gradient of the lower or upper boundary, as depicted in Fig. 12 . Therefore, the characteristic measurements for this case are L ¼ 13 and ¼ À13.
The space of ''Á-Áu'' is a topological mapping onto a torus, with the boundaries of the PTR constellation demonstrated in Fig. 13 .
Additionally, an iterative algorithm generating the lower and upper boundaries of the PTR constellation is proposed from the continuation procedure to perform the ergodic representation in the space of ''a-i. '' 21) The global distribution for the locations of the lower and upper boundaries from the iterative algorithm is interesting. Since no bifurcation occurs for the boundaries, the locations are continuous with the two orbital parameters a and i. Thus, the true value of the location for the specified parameters of a and i can work as the successive initial guesses for the updated parameters of a þ Áa and i þ Ái, with only slight step changes. The initial states for the lower and upper boundaries can be chosen as ½Á l ; Áu . The updated state is produced by the iteration algorithm as Áu . With respect to the parameters a and i, the characteristic measurements and L can be yielded from the lower and upper boundaries, illustrated respectively in Figs. 14 and 15.
Stationkeeping Control for PTR Constellation
In fact, a slight change in Á or Áu may cause significant changes in PTR. Therefore, a stationkeeping strategy is required to maintain this constellation. The lower and upper boundaries of PTR constellation provided in section 5 can be treated as the control box of the strategy. For a circular or near-circular orbit, Á and Áu are slow and quick variables respectively, and are formulized approximately as follows.
where ðÁ 0 =Áu 0 Þ is the initial pair in evolvement, and C and C u are the positive constants 0.0894 day À1 and 0.00194 /(m Á day) respectively, Ái ( ) and Áa (m) are the orbital elements between the two satellites, and t (day) is the evolving time from the initial moment.
For stationkeeping the quick variation in Áu, it is impossible to maintain a stationary constellation because of other perturbations, residual control errors and orbit determination errors. A simple but practical strategy is to employ a single-burn to change the positive or negative sign of Áa to control Áu, as demonstrated in Fig. 16 . However, it is not an optimal strategy because of the narrow allowable region of
. In order to economize the fuel cost, an offset design based on Áa and Ái is implemented to introduce J 2 invariant PTR constellation. For the single-burn strategy, the nominal orbital elements Áa and Ái are expected to be zeros. Compared with the infinite duration of the J 2 invariant relative orbit in formation flying, 17, 21) the J 2 invariant PTR constellation can only evolve inside the boundaries in a limited duration. Substitute Eq. (8) into the lower and upper boundaries presented in section 5 so as to yield the J 2 invariant condition for the nominal orbit adopted in this paper, as
where Áa (m) and Ái ( ) are dependent on each other. According to the existence region illustrated in Fig. 12 , the J 2 invariant PTR constellation is evolving along the line Áu ¼ mod ðÀ13 Á Á þ "; 360 Þ from the top to the bottom and vice versa, where 1629 < " < 1642 . Therefore, a new stationkeeping strategy occurs to force the actual constellation to track this line, instead of a specified PTR constellation, such as the (105 /240 ) pair. The single-burn strategy is essentially to track a specified PTR constellation, which accounts for why the new strategy works better than it.
The allowable region of the improved strategy is Áu þ À Áu À ¼ 257 , which is much wider than the singleburn strategy being 13 . Therefore, the improved strategy has a clear competitive advantage of reducing the control frequencies; i.e. costs down to one fifth.
Conclusion
Responsive communications or Earth surveillance missions typically require frequent revisit to any point on the Earth's surface and employ a constellation with two satellites to improve coverage performance. As an extension of traditional constellations, an interesting constellation which can fix the interval between successive revisits on all latitudes was presented in this paper.
The revisiting coverage performance includes the maximum interval between target revisits and the frequency of which the maximum interval reoccurs. Even though the interval between infrequent revisits achieved the true maximum, only the interval between the frequent revisits was significant for responsive communications, which was referred to as the practical time-resolution.
The analytic solution for the time-resolution was accurate enough to predict the ladder-like changes. So the discrete orbital revolution number N was considered to cause the discontinuous time-resolution, and has the potential application in avoiding the ladder-like changes by fixing the number of orbital revolution to acquire the practical constellation holding the PTRs on all latitudes. Further, numerical simulations were implemented to illustrate the existence of revisiting constellation in a large region parameterized by the relative values of right ascension of ascending node and argument of latitude.
A global investigation was implemented to address the practical time-resolution constellation on its topological shape, the existence region, and the relationship with the common orbital parameters as semi-major axis and inclination.
Furthermore, in order to design the stationkeeping strategy for PTR constellation, a new concept of J 2 invariant PTR constellation was introduced. The improved strategy had a clear competitive advantage of reducing the control frequencies or costs down to one fifth, compared to a single-burn strategy tracking a specified PTR constellation. May 2014
